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No Space Wasted  

E 
ven tiny spaces can have serious style! Don’t believe it, check 

out this kitchen vignette by Wellborn Cabinet, Inc. and see for      

yourself! This beautiful 

design will be on      

display at KBIS 2017. 

This contemporary kitchen 

was created using cabinetry 

from Wellborn’s Select Series 

product line. Featuring the 

new Urban door style in Oak    

veneered wood with a Blush 

Charcoal finish, this style is 

fashionable with a touch of 

casual elegance. Emphasis 

was placed on this kitchens 

lines using a balance of    

colors and textures. Take 

note of the multilayering of 

cabinetry and how it        

provides a unique waterfall appearance.   

The entire set is encased in Maple using a Willow paint. This darker shade 

of gray perfectly compliments the earthy shade of the Blush Charcoal   

stain. 

About The Design 
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This vignette features light-up drawers, divider kits and the 

addition of a small breakfast table. This table was            

designed using Wellborn’s, You Draw It program which is available in 

Wellborn’s Estate Collection, Premier Series and Aspire Full Access  

Frameless Line. Other features in this set include a microwave cabinet 

and warming drawer unit with a stainless front. 

Function 

Certainly, the most  

distinct feature 

would be the 54”    

Urban Oak,               

flip-in-design,      

cabinet stacked 

horizontally. Here, 

the cabinet box was 

flipped on its side, 

wired with lighting 

and a suspended glass shelving system and voila! This floating shelf is the 

perfect way to showcase any collection and is sure to set the stage for 

the beautifully displayed tableware.  

 

For added detail, reeded glass with square          

decorative doors were used above the 54” 

stacked cabinet .  

Lighting was used heavily in this compact vignette 

to create depth and add to the layering affect 

used throughout.  


